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About This Content

Victory or Death - what shall it be?

The final chapter of the "krieg" trilogy is here: after four years of campaigning the battle-tested Wehrmacht will have to face its
hardest challenges in Order of Battle: Endsieg.

The Endsieg campaign, the biggest and longest yet, includes 16 unique scenarios. The story begins right after the Battle of
Kursk, where the game provides the option to import a core force from either the Panzerkrieg or Sandstorm campaign.

The first five scenarios are based on the historical 1st Soviet offensive in the Donbass in summer 1943, up to the
Leningrad–Novgorod strategic offensive in early 1944. A decisive defeat of the Red Army will eventually allow total victory

over the Soviet Union, while failure to do so will turn the campaign away from the Eastern Front and into the Battle of Anzio in
Italy.

In the second part of the campaign the player's forces are transferred to the west, where the Allied invasion of Normandy has
opened a new front. Initially you'll be forced on the defensive, and you'll be tasked to extract other German forces from the

Falaise trap, defeat Allied airborne units in Market-Garden, and defend the city of Aachen and the Huertgenwald against heavy
attacks. By reaching a decisive victory in the German Ardennes Offensive in December 1944 the tide of the war can finally be

turned again, leading to a set of ultimate battles to destroy the Allied armies once and for all.

Covering the final years of the war, Endsieg offers powerful weapons such as Tiger II heavy tanks, Jagdpanther tank destroyers
and Me-262 jetfighters as well as several new specializations. But beware, the enemy has brought many deadly new weapons of

their own!
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Are you ready to change history?

Features

• 16 scenarios - one of the biggest DLC campaigns yet - covering the aftermath of the battle of Kursk in 1943 until German
counter-offensive in the Ardennes in 1944, allowing the player to defeat the Western Allies in battles around Antwerp and

Calais.

• Over 60 unit types reinforce the ground and air forces of Germany, Great Britain and the Soviet Union. Players now have
access to late war equipment such as the Tiger II heavy tank, the Sturmtiger with its bunker-busting 380mm rocket launcher, Me

262 jet fighters and the heaviest tank ever built: the PzKw VIII Maus.

• 6 specializations for Germany, including the Panzerlehr - providing an elite Panzer unit, the Entwicklung Series for production
of the E-100 super heavy tank, Vampir Nachtjeager for increased tank combat efficiency and the Uranproject: Germany's

endeavour to create the atomic bomb.
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Genre: Free to Play, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
The Artistocrats
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2018
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some of the screenshots look like they are beautifuly drawn but most of the background szenes are simle photographs - ugh! The
best story cannot make up for this!. pros:
+british english
+most poetical dialogs I've ever seen (in british english)
+imaginative cursing (in british english)
+puns (in british english)

cons:
-audio is a bit low quality
-not challenging enough. I rip the skin. Played this for a few hours now and had a blast so far. Totally immersive if you love
cycling and some great mods available. It’s the first version of the game I’ve played so can’t really advise either way if you
already have 17. But anyone who likes cycling should be getting this. Only slight issue so far is it seems a little easy, especially
the levelling up in pro cyclist mode. It’s tough to win races at the start at least and it was a real buzz when I got that first win.
Few graphical bugs here and there but no crashes thus far. Strong recommend from me.. (Youtube link the bottom of review)
UFO Aftershock is the second of the three and in my opion the best of them. Aftershock follows on after the first, the Biomass
has taken over and colonies of mutants are appearing, both friendly and unfriendly. Aftershock follows more of a story line with
side missions of helping other fractions for rewards such as territory and favour.

The weaponry is far larger than Aftermath, bringing in alien weapons to begin with, to then creating various human weapons, to
stronger energy weapons. Each of the human weapons can have customisations such as stabalisers, scopes and muzzles to
improve them further.

Soldiers can be trained still, but furthermore the player now has input into what stats are enhanced, meaning that if you want to
create a squad of Snipers, you're not waiting for the right soldiers to come by with the right traits, but with the investment of
time can make them yourself. This offer a great deal more personalisation to squad development.

Two new troop types have been added aswell appearing as Psionics with telepathic abilities and the Cyborgs who can manipulate
inplants that enhance stats.

Combat is a lot easier, however when moving troops during live play, can often lead to difficulties as the actions switch to any
character whose finished an order, or pausing for various reasons. This is a decent RTS that rivals most recent releases and for a
game nearly 10 years old, it has fantastic playability and easily 60-100 hours of gameplay.

The full screen issue I would say is not a problem. I play on a 22" and have some small black lines down each side, but it doesnt
take anything away from the game. There are fixes and patches on the news link where the developer of fix has commented for
anyone who needs really wants full screen.

Check out my video below for the first 15 minutes of play which show you a number the features discussed above.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HvPGWLqKo6A
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Continuing from where my Save Churchill Part 1 review left off, Part 2 is entitled Belly of the Beast. A fitting name in fact for
this one. This happens to be the best DLC out of the three Churchill missions. The map is really big and it will take you about an
hour to complete. It takes place in the Mountains on a cliff side like the last SE3 Mission. I really loved the level design here and
it made me excited to explore the entire area and do many stealth kills. The story continues smoothly as we know more about
the plans to assassinate Churchill which is the main point of this mission. The ending can be a bit rough because of some rocket
launching enemies.

In short, I really liked this DLC and really got me excited for the last mission of the trilogy.. Quell is the most interesting puzzle
game you've never heard of. It's beautiful and clever, and Steven Cravis's soundtracks are always fantastic. The series is four in
and it has yet to have a weak link in its lineup.. Simply put, this game is not worth $50. It is basically a reskin of the games for
Xbox they released several years ago with added career modes. I played Lacrosse at the DIII level and while this game does do
some things well, it gets bogged down by an unexplained control scheme, poor AI, and wonky physics. Half-field offense is
extremely difficult as is 1v1 dodging because you can never accurately judge when the D can take the ball away from you.
Defensive players simply charge the ballcarrier and slide up-field with no regard to team defense, turning the game into a fast
break simulator. This is a good start and I will pick it up again when the price drops to around $15-20. Hopefully they get the
opportunity to make another and focus on improving the AI and tweaking the little things so that the game can accurately reflect
the half-field game which is where the majority of the game is played.. samn fgucking dies. I like this game it show deep
protencial of the game but Why you not update it? Please keep update and add more content in the game.. I played this game
before and I loved playing it even still now.. The best part of Updates are the Upgrades.. I sought out this software after OBS,
Streamlabs, and a few other screen recording software just decided to stop working on my computer; And no tutorial or advice
could ge them working properly. I decided to try this software out, for I saw very little choice to do otherwise.

Quite frankly, I'm glad I did. It's easy to use, hasn't given me any Issues, and not to mention that is has everything I need from a
screen recording software. I'm glad I made the decsion to get this.

Would I recommend this software? Yes. However, there are free recording software out there. So I'd advise you try out those
first. But if you're looking for a Screen Recorder and don't mind the price, I do recommend CyberLink Screen Recorder 3.. If
tying up babies in a BDSM fashion is you thing, go for it.

If not, there are plenty of other people, animals and various objects to tie up. Highly recommended for any bondage enthusiast..
It is not good, but it is not the worst game i've played. I would say buy it for a cheap price and just to play when resting from
your main game.But i would not really recommend it.
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